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25 PLR BBQ Barbeque Grill Articles. All BBQ Barbeque Grill PLR Articles are 400+ words. The BBQ
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Features When looking into different grills features, you may be faced with what seems like a foreign

language. How are you suppose to pick the grill that is best for you if you do not understand what you are

reading? While the language used when describing grills will not get any easier to read, understanding

what the majority if what it means will help you make an informed decision. BTU is the measure of the

amount of cooking power the barbeque grill as. Simple math will be needed in determining the amount of

heat that your grill produces. Take the amount of space available for cooking (typically measured by

square inch) and divide it by the total amount of BTUs. Ideally you will want at least 95 to 100 BTUs per

square inch of cooking space. So for example, if you have a grill with 50,000 BTUs and 450 square

inches of cooking space, then you will be receiving about 111 BTUs of cooking power per square inch.

Anything less, and you may want to consider a different grill. The next thing you will want to consider is

the cooking surfaces. How much space does it have? Will you be able to cook for just yourself, or you

entire family? Depending on your situation, you may want to consider a larger or smaller grill..... (Whole
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